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Abstract

Intellectual disability (ID) is a complex condition that has not aroused very much interest in the health sciences and medical fields. As a result, a large part of the responsibility for caring for individuals with ID has fallen in the areas of education, social services and volunteering. Nevertheless, intellectual disability is a very significant health problem, whether because of its prevalence, the costs to the public health system, the families and society in general or due to related health complications. ID should be a priority area of study and action in the health field. This article reviews the conceptual, diagnostic and etiological problems that affect intellectual disability, as well as factors related with the health of the persons who are affected. In addition, some recommendations are outlined for improving health care for this population group.
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Historically, intellectual disability (ID) has received variable attention in developed countries—from charity to the development of specific devices for social-educational care.

ID terminology has varied over time. In the past, terms have been used such as “imbecility,” “mongoloidism,” “mental deficiency” and “mental retardation.” Since 2004, there has been a broad consensus in favor of the use of the term “intellectual disability.” Prominent international and national associations have already accepted the denomination of this disorder. Thus, the American Association of Mental Retardation (AAMR) has changed its name to the American Association of Intellectual Disability (AAIDD) and the World Health Organization (WHO) uses this term as a synonym for mental retardation.

No other medical illness exists that brings together the specific characteristics and nuances entailed by the concept of ID, although it has received very little attention on the part of health sciences and health services in general. In fact, in many countries, caring for persons with ID has been limited to the area of social and educational services or social welfare. As an indication of such lack of interest, suffice to say that ID is not included in the World Bank and WHO Global Illness Burden.

There are diverse reasons for this scarce interest. First, there is no international consensus on the definition of intelligence or on how to quantify it. Second, more epidemiological studies are needed about the effect of early cognitive developmental disorders on public health in order to designate priorities and design effective interventions, especially in undeveloped countries. Third, while for distinct psychiatric disorders—from personality disorders to schizophrenia—there is an intense debate about classification criteria, in the area of ID the debate almost exclusively focuses on assigning the appropriate name to the concept and on how to evaluate skills and the kind of support needed. Fourth, there is not a sufficient amount of funds designated for ID research since it is not a key issue in national ID programs and the pharmaceutical industry is not interested in ID research. This creates a vicious circle: since there are no resources for conducting research, not enough scientific research is produced about ID for it to be incorporated into mental health policies based on the evidence, or for improving the classification and diagnosis system (for example, the International Classification of Illnesses ICD-10, Statistical Diagnostic Manual DSM-IV) or for devising good practice guidelines or other tools to guide the homogenization of socio-health care. And last, many professionals and families/service users believe that it has more to do with social or educational concepts than with a health condition.

One factor that increases the difficulty in understanding the term ID is the conceptual reference framework. It is not a medical disorder, although it has an illness classification code (for example, International Classification of Illnesses, 10th version, ICD-10, 2002), and it is not a mental illness, although it is included in classifications for mental disorders (for example, the DSM-IV-TR, American Psychiatric Association, 2002). In fact, it is a type of syndrome (a metasynrome) that is similar to the concept of dementia.

ID has a prevalence of 1.5% in western countries, although this rate can increase to 4% in less developed nations due to factors such as the presence of neurotoxic agents or nutritional deficiencies during pregnancy. A considerable proportion of persons with ID have plurideficiencies and medical problems. In addition, ID has consequences throughout one’s lifetime and entails a significant burden for families and caregivers, demanding a high level of service provisions. ID is the principal cause of socio-health expenses, not only in the mental health sector but also in the medical field, at least in western countries.

Due to its importance, it is consequently necessary to deepen the concept of ID from a comprehensive social perspective, without overlooking conceptual, nosological, medical, pharmacological and psychiatric factors.

The concept of intellectual disability

ID refers to a particular state of intellectual and adaptive functioning, which begins in infancy and in which limitations in intelligence coexist with attenuated cognitive, social and practical skills. The problems and deficits in the subject with ID may have a specific cause, but ID is not synonymous with an etiological factor.

The term ID includes, by definition, three essential components: a) intellectual functioning significantly below average with an intelligence quotient (IQ) less than 70 (measured using psychometric tests such as the Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children-Revised, Stanford-Binet, Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children); b) a marked deficit in the ability of the individual to adapt to the daily demands of their social environment (neither of these factors—low intelligence and deficient adaptive conduct—is sufficient for establishing an ID diagnosis if they are regarded individually); and c) onset before the age of 18. Slight variations exist in the codification of the severity levels for ID, although the important division is that of mild and moderate (IQ greater than 35-40), severe (IQ 20-25 to 35-40) and profound (IQ less than 20) intellectual disabilities.
than 20–25). In spite of the fact that the above divisions are generally agreed upon, the American Association on intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (AAIDD), in their latest definition (2002), moves away from the importance given to date to the measurement of intelligence, which depends more on the evaluator’s judgment than on intellectual tests. In addition, for the purpose of using language that is focused more on needs and less on deficits, the AAIDD proposes a new categorization for ID degrees: the need for intermittent, limited, extensive or generalized support.

It also needs to be clarified that it is necessary to view functional limitations in relation to the social and cultural context of age and cultural peers and to consider cultural and linguistic diversity, as well as differences in communication and sensorial, motor, and behavioral aspects. The fundamental objective for the evaluation and diagnosis of ID is the development of a profile of types of support necessary to enable the improved functioning of persons with ID. Finally, the subjects’ abilities and skills that may contribute to such improvement should also be evaluated.

**Etiopathogenic and diagnostic factors**

One factor in ID that contributes to conceptual problems is the heterogeneity of the etiological factors, which are summarized in table I. In addition, in 60% of persons diagnosed, the deficit or alteration that causes ID is not known. In many mild ID cases it is difficult to find a specific, underlying medical cause, although signs appear that would suggest that neurological damage or social deprivation (poverty, malnutrition, etc.) are possibilities. In this respect, Zigler proposes subdividing the population of persons with ID into those who have suffered an interruption in the maturation process and those who do not reach the level expected in the population, in spite of having completely developed. The first group includes the majority of non-biological causes, especially social deprivation. The second group includes all of the causes that can be characterized as biological, since they are precisely what make average intellectual functioning impossible.

Among the diverse causes of ID, due to its importance it is worth citing genetic anomalies, that make up 30% of the cases; standing out among these, because of their high prevalence, are trisomy 21 or Down syndrome (one in 800 live births) and fragile X syndrome (five out of every 10 000 births).

Determining the causes of ID is essential for intervention since health care expenses would decrease and the response to treatment and the prevention of possible complications would improve. In this respect, in recent years the term “behavioral phenotype” has been introduced, which is described by Flint and Yule as: “a characteristic pattern of motor, cognitive, linguistic, and social abnormalities that is consistently associated with a biological disorder. In some cases, the behavioral phenotype may constitute a psychiatric disorder; in others, behaviors which are not usually regarded as symptoms of psychiatric disorders may occur”.

Knowledge about the behavioral phenotype helps to plan and organize the care of persons with ID. Although the first behavioral phenotypes were nearly exclusively based on syndromes with genetic origins, today it is possible to talk also about behavioral phenotypes for non-genetic conditions that accompany ID—such as fetal alcohol syndrome— which are applicable to the set of ID disorders with biological origins.

It is necessary to take into account that ID can be confused with other syndromes that begin in infancy or that also involve cognitive or social functioning deficits, such as learning or communication disorders (without a connection to ID), where a developmental alteration is observed in a specific area (reading or expressive

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principal causes of syndromes that accompany intellectual disability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cause</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic disorders:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucopolysaccharosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amino Acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbohydrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic disorders:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurocutaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromosomal alterations:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trisomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linked with X chromosome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microdeletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External causes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrauterine infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxic substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perinatal problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malnutrition, social or affective deprivation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
language, for example) but there is not a generalized affect in intellectual development and adaptive skills. In addition, it is necessary to differentiate ID from generalized development disorders that are characterized by a qualitative developmental affectation in social interaction and verbal and non-verbal social communication skills that may or may not be connected with ID.

Furthermore, ID must be distinguished from other syndromes or that are also associated with cognitive dysfunction, such as dementia or cognitive deterioration, but whose diagnosis requires that memory affectation and other cognitive deficits are significantly attenuated in comparison with prior ability levels.

Lastly, limited intellectual ability is described by an IQ interval higher than that required for ID (71-84). It is possible to diagnose ID in individuals with IQ scores between 71 and 75 if they have the characteristic deficit in adaptive behavior. In order to differentiate mild ID from limited intellectual ability, careful review of all of the available information is necessary.⁹

**Health and intellectual disability**

Medical advances have enabled persons with ID to live longer and have a better quality of life than in the past. Nevertheless, increased life expectancy has resulted in new medical situations (for example, a higher incidence of dementia) that, when added to the comorbidity derived from the very causes of ID, require an in-depth study of medical and health factors related with ID.

This population has many difficulties in terms of access to community health services. In Europe, an appropriate response to this problem was the initiation of Project Pomona,¹⁰ which has been carried out in European Union countries since 2002. The principal objective of this project is to identify the health indicators, based on evidence, that reflect the most important areas for improving the quality of life of and equal access to health care for persons with ID. This process in identifying factors has been conducted with the participation of subjects with ID, their families, professionals and administrators.

Project Pomona is based on the principal that health is one of the parameters for quality of life. Individuals with ID are citizens who have an inherent right to equal opportunities in terms of health care and social inclusion. Nevertheless, this is not always carried out in practice and the project, therefore, attempts to identify the factors that explain the health disparities found between persons with ID and the general population. The objective is for patients with ID to be able to make informed decisions about their own health in an autonomous manner.

Health indicators identified by Project Pomona include the following:

1. Demographic indicators: prevalence, type of housing, occupation, socio-economic status/income, life expectancy.
2. Health status indicators: epilepsy, buccal health, body mass index, mental health, auditory and mobility skills.
4. Health system: hospitalization and contact with health professionals, health check-ups, health promotion, specific training of medical professionals.

**Health problems for persons with ID**

In recent years, it has been shown that subjects with ID not only have more health needs than general population, but also that these needs are barely covered and, when they are, the health care received is usually not adequate. Various explanations have been formulated with respect to this lack of care,¹¹ such as: lack of knowledge on the part of primary care doctors about common medical problems in the ID population; communication problems when interviewing a patient with ID, especially for those with severe or profound disabilities; and the existing gap in assistance between social services and health services, since nobody in particular is responsible for these individuals.

Kerr and colleagues¹² state that this population experiences the same health problems as the population without disabilities; but some are more frequent and others are more specifically related to certain syndromes that accompany ID, including:

1. Cancer: Types of cancer most often found in individuals with ID differ with respect to individuals without this disability; there is a higher incidence of gastrointestinal cancers (esophagus, stomach, gall bladder) –two times higher– in patients with ID and, to a lesser extent, malignancies of the lung, prostate, breast and cervix.¹³
2. Coronary disease: Coronary diseases are the second cause of death in persons with ID.¹⁴ These individuals are more prone to developing hypertension and obesity and exercise is non-existent; all vulnerability factors for cardiac ischemia. Persons with Down syndrome have a greater risk of congenital cardiac disease.
3. Buccodental problems: Subjects with ID are more prone to developing cavities, tooth loss and gum disease and experience a greater number of dental
extractions. This may be due to dietary deficiency, poor dental hygiene or the inaccessibility of buccal hygiene campaigns to this population; persons with ID rarely visit the dentist. Individuals with Down syndrome possess a higher rate of buccodental problems, such as mouth deformations and gum problems.\textsuperscript{15}

4. Diabetes: Persons with ID have a higher rate of diabetes in comparison with the general population. This may be due to the high rate of obesity, poor diets or sedentary lifestyles.\textsuperscript{16}

5. Epilepsy: While epilepsy affects 1% of the population, it affects 33% of subjects with ID, and the percentage rises with the increased severity of ID.\textsuperscript{17}

6. Gastrointestinal problems: Many persons with ID have high levels of \textit{Helicobacter pylori}, especially those who have lived in institutions or shared residences.\textsuperscript{18} Gastrosophageal Reflux Disease can affect as many as half of the subjects with ID.\textsuperscript{19} This anomaly has been linked with fragile X syndrome and may be one of the causes for the enormous rates in cancer of the esophagus. In addition, persons with Down syndrome are more prone to colic.

7. Respiratory diseases: This is the leading cause of death in patients with ID,\textsuperscript{20} since they are more vulnerable to respiratory tract infections due to aspiration or reflux, if they have deglutition difficulties. Persons with Down syndrome are at particular risk since they are prone to suffering pulmonary abnormalities, they have a deficient immune system and are likely to breathe through the mouth.\textsuperscript{21} Pulmonary complications have also been reported in subjects with tuberous sclerosis.

8. Sensory problems: Auditory and visual problems are very common in these patients. It is calculated that 40% have vision problems, and the percentage is similar for auditory problems. In addition, subjects with ID are more prone to develop eye and ear infections, while they less often seek out an ophthalmologist or otorhynolaryngologist.\textsuperscript{22}

Table II is a summary of health problems most often related with ID. Of particular interest is the one-year longitudinal study conducted by the British non-governmental organization Mencap.\textsuperscript{23} According to this protocol, persons with ID use primary care services significantly less often than the rest of the population. Likewise, it was found that caregivers for these people expressed a great deal of frustration to medical professionals because they seldom referred patients with ID to colleagues in other specialties to meet their health care needs.

### Psychiatric and behavioral disorders associated with intellectual disability

In the last two decades, the problem of mental illness in persons with ID (dual diagnosis) has received increasing attention for two fundamental reasons: a) the recognition of the rights of individuals with ID to receive appropriate medical care; in the past it was quite common that these persons, collectively, were given elevated doses of psychopharmacologic drugs—almost always antipsychotic—when their behavior became unacceptable, without taking into account the diagnosis and collateral and evolutionary effects; and b) the normalization principal is in favor of subjects with ID living in the community and utilizing its resources. In fact, treatment and care of psychiatric disorders in this population is considered to be a fundamental element of community services.

Persons with ID reflect the entire spectrum of psychiatric disorders described in the general population, but the prevalence of mental problems/disorders/illness is higher. In one-third of the cases, ID coexists with psychiatric alterations and recent studies report rates as high as 40%,\textsuperscript{24} with 10 to 20% having behavioral problems not related to a mental illness. In 50% of the
cases, mental illness goes by undetected or is underdiagnosed, including in institutions with psychological support. If the situation of persons with ID is analyzed synoptically, the higher proclivity toward psychiatric disorders is not surprising. Publications have shown how biological alterations that often accompany ID are also vulnerability factors for mental illness. One example is the proneness to depression in persons with Down syndrome; it has been suggested that alterations in pair 21 also cause alterations in the dopaminergic system and, therefore, may contribute to the higher rates seen in mood alterations. Also evident is the way in which many psychological factors in these individuals (such as low self-esteem) are vulnerability factors for mental illness. Lastly, numerous social factors, which unfortunately are very present in this population, increase the proclivity for mental illness for all of these elements likely interact with each other (table III).

Mental health care for subjects with ID is relatively new and, as a result, much is not known in this area. These theoretical gaps explain the variability that exists among data from epidemiological studies. Some prevalence studies include personality disorders, autism, attention deficit hyperactivity or dementias, but others do not identify them. The same is true with behavioral alterations, which are so frequently seen in this population. Nevertheless, there seems to be a consensus that the pathoplasticity of mental illness in patients with ID is often different than that found in the non-disabled population. Depressive mood, for example, may be manifested as behavioral irregularities or irritability, the same symptoms as anxiety. In these cases, the term used is “behavioral equivalents.” Thus, the decision to use diagnostic criteria found in common classifications (CIE-10, DSM-IV-TR), or adapted criteria (Diagnostic Criteria for Learning Disabilities, DC-LD or DM-ID), may also result in modifying epidemiological data since many abnormalities do not satisfy sufficient criteria using standard classifications.

Likewise, Sovner adds the following points as difficulties in evaluating, interpreting and diagnosing the symptoms of psychiatric disorders in persons with ID:

- The presence of disadaptive behavior prior to the mental illness;
- The existence of intellectual limitations that do not allow the patient with ID to understand the evaluator’s questions or verbalize an appropriate response.
- The need to situate the symptoms within the context of the evolutive development of the patient. In this respect, Szymanski and King state that subjects with ID have interpersonal behavior and skills patterns corresponding to earlier chronological stages (for example, infancy) and maintain these characteristics throughout their lifecycle; thus, any attempt to interpret their symptoms should be made in an evolutive context.
- The coexistence of cognitive disorganization in persons with ID that provokes, for example, depression to be manifested by psychotic instead of affective symptoms.

Lastly, another particularly interesting phenomenon for explaining why psychiatric problems in this population go undetected on many occasions is what Reiss calls ID’s “diagnostic overshadowing.” This term refers to the tendency by the clinical practitioner to attribute the origin of psychiatric symptoms to ID, which results in masking mental illness; symptoms such as depressive mood and delirium are consequently attributed to ID and not to a mental illness. This impedes the implementation of corrective measures for treating the anomaly. Likewise, a distorted view is

### Table III

**Vulnerability Factors in Intellectual Disability (Matson and Sevin, 1994)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Vulnerability Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organic</td>
<td>- Physiological alterations (abnormalities in the cerebral structures or epilepsy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Biochemical alterations (prone to the appearance of illnesses such as schizophrenia or depression)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Genetic alterations (for example, genetic relation between Down syndrome and Alzheimer-type dementia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral</td>
<td>Development of behavior as a result of a complex relationship with the environment (for example, a person isolated from the rest who also presents poor adaptive skills may develop depression)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental</td>
<td>Remaining in the maturative or cognitive development of earlier evolutive phases that may predispose the appearance of mental illness (for example, lacking the full formation of the I can predispose the appearance of schizophrenia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-cultural</td>
<td>Stigmatization, lack of opportunities, numerous and marked changes in caregivers, lack of economic resources, abuse, exploitation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
produced in the mind of the clinician that results in the minimization of the symptoms’ importance and, therefore, their diagnostic relevance. Therefore, when an adolescent with normal intelligence displays inappropriate conduct, there is a tendency to regard the subject as having a behavioral problem. If the same inappropriate conduct is displayed by an adolescent with ID, the behavior is presumed to be a result of the disability itself and is, therefore, of less concern than in the first case. Further still, the clinician must often trust reports by third persons in order to establish the diagnosis, which provokes distortions.

Another factor to be considered in ID is the presence of behavioral disorders, recognizable in 25 to 60% of adults with ID residing in the community; although this percentage decreases to 12 to 17% when involving severe behavioral irregularities. A behavioral disorder is a set of disruptive of negative behaviors of such intensity, frequency and duration that it can put the physical security of the person or of others in danger, or that may limit or delay the delivery of ordinary community resources. The principal behavioral problems associated with ID, according to the expanded inventory (Inventory for Client and Agency Planning, ICAP), are the following: self-injurious behavior, aggressiveness toward or injuring others, destruction of objects, disruptive behavior, atypical and repetitive habits (stereotypical), offensive social conduct, timidity or lack of attention and cooperation. The most frequent type of behavioral problem that requires treatment, needs support and requires changes in daily life is aggressive behavior—whether against others or oneself—especially in young subjects or adolescents who are male.

The differences in prevalence data among the diverse studies are due to the various definitions of behavioral problems, the utilization of different lists for problematic behaviors, difficulty determining the group of persons who truly represent a challenge for services, and reliability problems from one observer to another because of variations in the criteria used for severity among professionals who treat the same persons.

Finally, it is important to recognize the relation between behavioral problems and mental illness. It is possible to point to the study by Rojahn and colleagues, that uses the Behavioral Problems Inventory scales and Diagnostic Assessment for the Severely Handicapped-II. This protocol finds that subjects with severe or profound ID who displayed self-injurious, stereotyped or aggressive and destructive behavior generally had higher psychopathology scores; in addition, the presence of behavioral problems tripled the probability of the appearance of almost all of the psychiatric disorders.

**Conclusion: What can health sciences do for persons with intellectual disability?**

Medicine and health sciences in general should contribute to improving the quality of life of individuals with ID; to accomplish this, it is possible to design interventions that are closely related with the diagnosis. All available information about possible etiological factors must be taken into account (for example, precipitating episodes, family disposition, specific biological deficits, personality problems and specific developmental difficulties). Factors such as the severity of the ID, related disorders, the effects of prior treatments and the social environment should also be considered. Due to the complexity of ailments in persons with ID, their treatment must be planned from diverse perspectives (pharmacology, psychotherapy, behavioral intervention, etc.). In this regard, Ferrell and colleagues propose a combined therapeutic model based on community support, along with neuropsychiatric measures, as a type of effective intervention for psychiatric and behavioral problems in persons with ID.

Nevertheless, for a long time the only medical response to the problems experienced by subjects with ID has been the unrestricted provision of antipsychotics for the control of behavioral problems, as well as institutionalization of this individuals in psychiatric institutions; this has generated rejection of and generally discredited psychopharmacology in this field. Currently, there are consensual guidelines and recommendations for the psychopharmacological treatment of this population. Contributions by the Royal College of Psychiatrists, Birmingham University and the Mencap Association should be noted, who have developed a set of indications for psychopharmacological treatment and reviewed the scientific evidence.

Prescribing doses and guidelines are the same as those that apply to the general adult population, though increases in and the suspension of medications should occur over a longer period of time. In the case of psychotic and severe behavioral disorders in which an environmental, organic or affective cause has been ruled out, the atypical antipsychotics that have been studied the most in this population are risperidone, followed by olanzapine (a second choice is haloperidol and, third, clozapine, while taking into account leukogram values). Table IV lists some general indications.

The principal problem faced by a medical professional when considering the psychopharmacological treatment of mental disorders in the ID population is the variability of syndromes. This situation, in turn, provokes different medical, psychiatric and behavioral symptoms as compared to the general population, which
entails enormous difficulties in establishing a psychiatric diagnosis, determining a prognosis for standard treatments, and detecting possible undesirable effects and adverse reactions to medication. Added to this is the scarcity of specific studies about the effectiveness and safety of using psychopharmacological medications in patients with ID. Nearly all are single-case studies, case series, retrospective reviews and open trials.

Furthermore, the results of controlled studies with heterogeneous samples of persons with ID are suspect, since the biological differences between a person with Down syndrome and another with Angelman syndrome, for example, are much greater than those observed between adults in the general population. In fact, controlled trials should be conducted in subjects with the same or similar etiological diagnosis. Another factor that should not be overlooked is the enormous individual variability in the response to and appearance of secondary effects in these patients and the lack of acute and subacute facilities for individuals in crisis, in such a way as to be able to control therapeutic guidelines.

It is reasonable to act with extreme caution, make an appropriate diagnosis, implement individualized therapeutic changes (without modifying several medication regimens at one time) and instruct the patient’s family in accordance with national guidelines. In this respect, it is also worth remembering the old four rules for medical treatment by Cecil Loeb: a) if the prescribed treatment works, don’t change it; b) if the prescribed treatment does not work, suspend it; c) if you do not know what to do, do not do anything; d) whatever you do, do not let your patient wind up in the hands of the surgeon!

In response to the high degree of unsatisfied health needs in the ID population, the following action steps have been suggested:43

1. Preparation: familiarization and knowledge of places (hospital, medical office), procedures and medical techniques.
2. Longer consultation time: with the goal of enabling persons with ID to discuss their health problems.
3. Informal and non-threatening environment: modifying the environment in order to attain a non-threatening space that helps to reduce the stress and anxiety felt by these patients in a situation such as a doctor’s visit.

The U.S. Public Health Service published a report in 200244 that highlighted general lines of action in the field of ID for health services:

1. Integrate the promotion of health for persons with ID into community health care environments.
2. Increase knowledge about health factors related to ID and put into practice this knowledge.
3. Improve the quality of health care for patients with ID.
4. Institute training programs for professionals who provide health care to subjects with ID.
5. Guarantee that the health system produces good health indicators and results for persons with ID.
6. Increase the accessibility of health services to individuals with ID.

In Europe, similar recommendations have been developed.45 This all leads to laying the groundwork so that in the near future the health sciences will give ID the consideration needed by this group.

### Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medication</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antipsychotics</strong></td>
<td>Psychotic symptoms</td>
<td>Atypical antipsychotics are preferable (risperidone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-injurious behavior</td>
<td>Depot antipsychotics if there is no treatment observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioral problems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mood stabilizers</strong></td>
<td>Bipolar disorder</td>
<td>Valproic acid or lithium for bipolar disorder; in agitation cases also use SSRI antidepressants or atypical antipsychotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mania episode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aggressive behavior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agitation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Psychiatric or behavioral problems in patients with epilepsy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antidepressants</strong></td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Use of SSRI preferred; evaluate use of delayed action in case of anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suicidal ideation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-injurious behavior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aggressive behavior</td>
<td>Also use benzodiazepines; in case of suicidal ideation/behavior, also administer mood stabilizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agitation, anxiety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* SSRI: Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors
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